Wait 8 beats after music starts

**PART A**
Me and You
Mountain Basic (Turn 1/2 Left)
Fancy Double
repeat

**PART B**
Samantha (Turn 1/2 Right)
2 Chugs
Fancy Double
repeat

**CHORUS**
Heel Chain (forward)
Football
Donkey
Cowboy
Karate (1/2 Left)
Rocker
repeat

**PART D**
Samantha (1/2 Right)
2-Flares
Fancy Double
repeat

2-Flares
Fancy Double

**PART C**
Vine Brush
Chain
repeat

**ENDING**
Step Step(xib) Rock Step
(SLOWLY)

**PART A**
Me and You
Mountain Basic (Turn 1/2 Left)
Fancy Double
repeat
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